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ISE and IISE for Life—how IISE supports 

you for your entire Career…..

CISE

Young 

Professionals

IAB

Career Path and Timeline

You can get involved in Societies, Divisions and also ‘Affinity Groups’ like Young Professionals, Industry 

Advisory Board and the Council on Industrial and Systems Engineering



Questions?
How We’ll 

Handle

Submit your questions via GoToWebinar

interface.  Jared and I will see them and 

will respond to them as appropriate and as 

time permits.  All questions will be 

answered, not necessarily during the 

webinar but we’ll address all questions. 



Chapter #1 Highlights—

IISE’s First Chapter (1949) and also the first Virtual 

IISE Professional Chapter

1. 196 Professional Members in Eastern Ohio but also from around the Country

2. Support, partner with the Youngstown State, Ohio University and Ohio State University 

Student Chapters.

3. Partner with the Industry Advisory Board, CISE, and the Young Professionals Group

4. Partner with our Dayton/Cincinnati Professional Chapter on our Annual IISE All Ohio Event 

and other things

5. 6 Timely, Valuable Webinars each year; topics developed from Voice of Member

6. 12 Monthly Memo’s help Members get to know each other and keep members aware of 

upcoming opportunities AND also provide Self-Help Features on personal and professional 

mastery

7. quarterly GoToMeeting small group calls with members that focus on topics of interest 

from ‘affinity groups’/segments of our members.  



Agenda

12:00 Tee Up:  Carol Leblanc, IISE Conference Manager

12:05 Frame up the Webinar—what is possible, what are 

the possibilities if Measurement and Analysis is done 

correctly?

The Need, the challenges, the issues

Intel Analytics “Triangle” Model/Framework

Management System Model 

Measurement and Analytics Planning

12:50 Q&A time permitting and Close out and Tee up 



Design for the Series of 

Operational Analytics Webinars 

(series of 4 at this point)

Webinar #1:  Foundations      7 Dec 2017     

Share the Framework, the Models, the Abstractions, the Principles

Management Systems Model

Intel “Triangle” Model

Case Vignettes 

Webinar #2:   Foundational Data Role--Measurement and Analysis Planning

February 2018
Measurement Planning using Value Stream Maps, Data Models derive from refining the Management System Model, 

The Data Management Role of ISE’s in Process Improvement Projects

Webinar #3:  Decision Support Role—M&A Execution  March 2018
Feature and Knowledge Extraction, Creating Chartbooks and VSM’s, supporting the evaluation phase of DMAIC 

projects and then also the Control Stage.

Webinar #3:    Best in Class ILSS Project Final TG’s April 2018

Showcase best in class projects, shine spotlight on Op Analytics

Webinar #4:    Putting it all together  May 2018

Revisiting the Management Systems Model with Case Examples



Key Points—Story Line

▪ Building a Measurement and Analysis Plan requires a strong point of view regarding the role of 

Measurement and Analysis in Process Improvement

▪ With a solid M&A Strategy and Plan, you can increase the chance for lasting improvement in key 

processes.

▪ Most professionals aren’t systematic and disciplined enough about the M&A planning, the data model 

development and as a result all the data needed to solve the process problems and keep them solved isn’t 

available.

▪ The Data Model is reliant on a well done Value Stream Map, have to identify all the ‘control points’ AND 

have to map upstream and downstream.  This then tees up being able to build you ‘causal model’. 

▪ Once this is done, then the three ways to get data (ASK, OBSERVE, SYSTEM DATA) are employed to 

build the data base (over time) and this then tees up being able to execute your analytics plan. 

▪ Illustrative Case Studies will be utilized to bring key points home and demonstrate how the principles and 

our method plays out in practice.



The ‘Use Case’

What we mean by use case is what are the types of projects, the types of operational analytics 

situations we are focused on.  So here are some examples of typical types of process improvement 

projects we are focused on, they are typical ILSS, DMAIC type improvement projects:

▪ a “Connectivity Solutions” company serving the automotive industry.  Change over times on 

extrusion machines is too long and too variable.  The ISE struggled to build a comprehensive data 

model and also ran into MSA issues with existing data.

▪ a large bakery, cookie/cracker line and then a food processing plant, a chicken nugget/strip line 

have yield loss problems.  There are between 11 and 13 ‘control points’ in the value stream and 

only 3 have data stamps.  

▪ Transactional Processes:  variety of types of transactional processes where data stamps 

necessary to solve the problem simply do not exist.  Lead Times known but cycle times not 

known hence can’t zoom in on steps where waste is occurring from a data fact standpoint.  

▪ The challenge and issue and common theme in all of these is that no one has really every really 

built a rational data model that would support continuous improvement of core, key value 

streams.  Even in org’s with ERP systems, the configuration of the data stamps, where control 

points were conceived and created is almost always in adequate for Process Maturity Levels 3-5.  
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We’ll draw from this White Paper to 

create context for our Webinar Series

KEY POINTS:

• Size of Prize for Operational Analytics 

(done right) is huge

• The ‘leaders’ are doing it already, they get 

it!  But only 29% of organizations surveyed 

are doing it.  

• the IoT’s, the ability to automate data 

capture and integration supports more and 

better OA.  But integration is difficult and 

“Ontologies” are often ad hoc, casual, low 

levels of maturity. 

• And, of course, data storage cost is almost 

irrelevant now, so BIG DATA, more data is 

easy, organizing it for OA is not. 



The Need #1:  There is Estimated to 

be $371B Left on the Table for 

Manufacturers, and They Know it…

Source:  Capgemini, Why companies need to focus on operational analytics, 2017

▪ The $371B opportunity for manufactures specifically, comes from a 2014 study from technet

▪ A 3X multiplier is huge comparing customer facing improvements vs. operational

▪ But don’t disregard the $162B in productivity, where OA isn’t out of scope

▪ In a recent study, 75% of US organizations are prioritizing operational analytics over customer 

facing / front end or back office analytics for improvements…

▪ Canadian Minimum Wage up to $15 / hr in Ontario by 2019, $15 / hr in California in 2022



The Need #2:  Robotic 

Processing Automation, 

Machine Learning, “Bots”

▪ Because OA-based models to support cost reductions are slowing 

compared to RPA, the “rise of the bots” is here and is putting pressure on 

extracting more operational efficiencies

▪ Memory and other technology cost trends heavily decreasing



The Challenge #1:  Only 29% 

of organizations are realizing 

full benefit of OA

▪ The game changers, those that are implementing properly and realizing the benefits have largely 

been able to do so via collecting and handling data properly



The Challenges #2:  

Integration AND Operational 

Definitions

▪ Strong correlation on data set 

integration – why?  Speed, 

altitude

▪ But, integration without 

leveraging a data dictionary, and 

aligning on operational 

definitions can render OA 

useless, or worse



Case Study – Balanced Scorecard 

& Operational Data Dictionary

Cleansed over 

200 metrics 

and created a 

operational 

metric 

database

In many cases, 

different 

departments 

were 

calculating 

metrics 

differently, 

wrong 

decisions were 

being made



The Issues #1:  Jackpot OA items 

will start to require more automation 

/ language skills for IE’s

▪ Predictive and 

Prescriptive 

technologies, 

leveraging AI, 

machine learning, 

RPA or other forms 

of automation are 

helping to assemble 

the foundation for 

the serious game 

changesv



So, to recap

KEY POINTS:

• Size of Prize for Operational Analytics (done 

right) is huge, leaders are doing it, but many 

aren’t or don’t have effective strategies for 

doing it.

• Technology advances are ahead of our ability 

to incorporate, utilize, deploy which means 

great opportunities for enterprising ISE’s.  

• As a result organizations remain DRIP, Data 

Rich and Information Poor and are unable to 

drive Operational Excellence as quickly as they 

require.

• And, organizations are also DPIP, Data Poor 

and Information Poor and need ISE’s to help 

improve their Data Models.
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Let’s zoom back in on Process 

Improvement Projects, that process

▪ Regardless of whether you employ the DMAIC 

methodology, your OpEx program and the 

project portfolio is reliant on data and facts, 

there is undoubtedly a heavy Measure and 

Analyze component—is this fair to say?

▪ We’d assume you all are aiming to 

systematically improve Process Maturity Levels 

throughout the organization and specifically 

across key, core value streams?

▪ So, then to get from level 3 to 4, requires some 

pretty systematic and disciplined measurement 

system design and development.  This is the 

focus of this Webinar.

▪ Let’s examine some ‘frameworks’ that will help 

you get altitude on the work ahead…



The Intel Analytics 

Triangle Framework

▪ Starts with the Questions!!!!

▪ Bottom half is the focus of today’s 
Webinar, how to systematically go at 
that at the Process Improvement 
Project Level.

▪ “Above the line” analyst role

• Extract features from data through 

statistical analyses

• Apply business acumen to data & 

analyses – create new knowledge

• Apply data visualization techniques to aid 

in telling the right story – as in life, so in 

business: the best story wins …

▪ Foundational data role

• Select and gather data from many 

sources, preferably through automated 

extract, transfer, & load (ET&L) process

• Assure data are cleaned & ready for 

analysts to use – data quality monitors

• Assure data are integrated & can be 

joined with other data – think LEGOs

• Assure data storage is high reliability & 

user-friendly – SSAS cubes, databases

Adapted from S. Cunningham;  

Intel Corporation; 2013

http://www.osu.edu/


DATA STRUCTURE HAS CHANGED NUMEROUS TIMES:Use of percentages 
to split the 

Estimated Job 
Hours into hours per 

sequence?

Procedure for 
assigning CO to 
existing Quote?

Field 
name?

What should be 
used as 

statuses for 
CO’s?

Material table 
archives all 

materials used 

MATERIAL

JOB

Job #

Notes

A

Cust.

D

L

Seq. #
BFAOFA

Bill 
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Est. 
Weight
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1

N
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N
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MATERIAL

JOB

Job #

Notes

A

Cust.

D

L

Seq. # BFA

OFA

Bill 
Date

Hours

Weight

Description

Est. 
Weight

Contract 
Value

Actual 
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1
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Name
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Actual 
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Actual 
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POEstimate
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CO #
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N
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1

THE CURRENT SYSTEM’S FLOW OF INFORMATION:

Change Request Phase

Change Execution Phase

Resource Information

Job Beginning Phase

Job Execution Phase

Is this flow of 
information 

design feasible?



Many analysts, ISE’s are challenged with the top half of 

the ‘triangle’ as they do OA work and Process 

Improvement Projects 

▪ The people you put ‘above the line’ will make or 
break your analytics program (Intel):  
translation, your skills above the line will 
make or break your career!!!

▪ There are some great, innovative, & truly 
modern tools ‘above the line’ BUT you have to 
learn to use them effectively (Minitab as 
example)

Feature extraction
• JMP, SAS, S+, R for basic statistics

• Emerging apps in ‘big data’ – Hadoop, Apache, 
etc.

Knowledge extraction
• In supply chain, this is not about the software 

tool, but rather smart people

• In our experience, people are best at spotting 
patterns – so far …

Visualization
• Great tools: Tableau, BOBJ, MS BI

• We believe strongly in the investment in 
software and training here

• At the end of the day, this is what makes the 
work memorable …

We find that people struggle, students do for sure, 
in being able to go from Feature Extraction to 
Knowledge Extraction.  

http://www.osu.edu/


Improving Process Flow to Better Care for Patients and Educate Residents

Early Late

2392 1375

63% 37%

Pain Point #3: Late Arrivals

24

“Check-in Start” minus “Appointment Time” 

Important Statistics:

• Patients between 0 and 15 minutes early ~36%

• Patients more than 30 minutes early ~10%

• Patients more than 10 minutes late ~11%

What can we do about the late arrivals?



Improving Process Flow to Better Care for Patients and Educate Residents

Value Stream Comparison

25

Resident

Faculty

Separate Product Families – Residents / Faculty

• Check-in, wait times, and intake are the same for both

• Resident exam times are slightly higher, as expected due to 
additional time from precepting.
- Why are exam times so close?

Check-in
Wait

Nurse Intake
Wait Exam w/ 

Provider
Check-out

Notes:

• Data was filtered to exclude any downstream process that started before an upstream process. (ex. Intake starting before check-in)

• Data above uses Median Cycle Time

• Sample size is ~2500 patients from February – November 2017



Improving Process Flow to Better Care for Patients and Educate Residents

What is the Ideal Process State?

26

Resident

Faculty

Check-in
Wait

Nurse Intake
Wait Exam w/ 

Provider
Check-out

Ideal State 

example <5 minutes

<10 minutes

<15 minutes

<10 minutes

variable <10 minutes

Ideal 

State

Total Time: 61 minutes

95th %ile: 185 minutes

Total Time: 57 minutes

95th %ile: 177 minutes

Total Time: 60 minutes

95th %ile: 100 minutes

Total Time: xx minutes

95th %ile: xx minutes

Current State

Future State



Improving Process Flow to Better Care for Patients and Educate Residents

The Pilot Test Appears to be Working!

27
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Pre-Test Histogram

• Patients move through the 
system in about the same 
time between “Fridays” and 
“Non-Fridays”

Test Histogram

• Patients appear to be 
moving through the system 
faster on Fridays.



Key points 

1. Good analytics come from good problem statements, access to the 

right data, and applying the right techniques

• Good problem statements usually have an associated decision

• Analysts need an all-access pass to data & the wisdom to collect it

• Simple techniques trump complex techniques

2. Some people have every skill (business acumen, data, technique) 

to perform a good analysis – but it tends to result in a slow ‘craft’ 

process

• Analytics exist on the learning curve – what used to take six months 

now takes two weeks with the right data and analytics

• There is little time for ‘craft’ in our business – speed wins

S. Cunningham;  Intel Corporation; 2013

http://www.osu.edu/


Key points

3. Investment in the data foundation has a positive ROI, as analysts 

move faster when they trust the data – results in faster results

• First lesson of AIR – if storage is cheap, store it – you might need it 

later

• Second lesson of AIR – maintain the illusion of simplicity for your 

customers, they appreciate working in the walled garden, free from 

worry

4. Good data visualizations can tell the right story quickly, because 

people are predisposed to believe what they see in a chart …

• Be on guard!  Some folks use How to Lie with Statistics as a field guide

• Kahneman’s lesson: W Y S I A T I – what you see is all there is

S. Cunningham;  Intel Corporation; 2013

http://www.osu.edu/


Key points

5. There is very positive ROI in getting these decisions right – small 

analytics teams can wield disproportionate influence on the bottom 

line

• Consider the hiring guidelines – there are few people who have the 

curiosity, sense of urgency, tolerance of ambiguity, and humility for this 

role

• The catalyst role is very powerful – get in, learn, analyze, win, get out

6. Good analytics drive positive action - indeed, in Intel’s supply chain 

environment, simple/influential beats complex/impotent every time

• Consider each example we shared with you – in each case, we can 

point to one-time or on-going positive actions in our environment

• Moreover, this is why we’re planning to be fast-followers in Big Data …

S. Cunningham;  Intel Corporation; 2013

http://www.osu.edu/


This Model we’ve 

borrowed from Intel….

▪ In my view, this model is one of the best finds I’ve made in my entire career, 

certainly top 5.

▪ I would never have been exposed to this if it weren’t for IISE and CISE.  

This was part of a benchmarking trip CISE took in the Fall of 2013, we went 

to Intel and Boeing (Apache Helicopter Plant).  

▪ So, as we said at the outset, IISE provides fantastic opportunities to 

continue learning and growing and serving. 

31
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The Management System Model:

I--What’s in Need of Improvement

INPUTS
Upstream 

Systems/ 

Processes
Value Adding (and NVA) Process Steps OUTPUTS

Downstream 

Systems/Pro

cesses

1—Understand the Context of the System you are working 

to improve.

2—Do a Value Stream Type Map of the system/process 

you are specifically working to improve.

3—Identify there the ‘control points’ are in the 

system/process.



Case Study 1

Interns/YP’s struggle to map the Value Stream, End2End.  Don’t realize the 

importance of defining the ‘control points’, where data stamps need to happen in 

order to solve the problem in a sustainable fashion.   



Use of Value Stream Maps to clarify control 

points….Systems View Imperative, hard work

- 07.12.2017 - 35

MIXING

Waste = 3.97%
(0.56% production)

SHEET ROLLING

Waste = 12.01%
(1.70% production)

BAKING

Waste = 2.82%
(0.40 % production)

STACKING

Waste = 63.49%
(9.00% production)

WRAPPING

Waste = 17.71%
(2.51 % production)

Wrapper breaks down due to running 

out of paper

Crackers are high in moisture

Come off line too quickly and fall off 

conveyor

Back up on 3rd floor or somewhere else 

downstream

Not break on score lines

Crackers high in moisture

Issue with the recipe

Robot out of tape and 

pallets get knocked onto 

the floor

This is the type of data we will obtain for each department.

Need to capture not only which department but also WHERE specifically.



The Management System Model:

II—Who Owns the “A” and “B” and what 

do they need to do a better job?

INPUTS
Upstream 

Systems/ 

Processes
Value Adding (and NVA) Process Steps OUTPUTS

Downstream 

Systems/Pro

cesses

Who ‘Owns’ “A” 

and “B” for the 

Value Stream? 

1—Who are the people on the team that are accountable for ensuring the 

system/process does what it is supposed to do, meets requirements (A 

work) and also ensuring it is constantly improving (B work)?

2—what do they need to do B better, what do they need to know that they 

don’t know?  What data/facts/information would like they like to have 

they don’t have?  What do you think they need to know, be seeing in order 

to ensure A and B are optimal?

3—What Decisions and Actions (A and B and C) are in need of improved 

support?  

3—this is House of Quality 1, specifying the requirements of the user (the 

people who are accountable for A and B for the Value Stream.



Listening and 

Relationship Skills key

▪ from a Systems View perspective, stakeholder identification and analysis is critical so 

no points of view are left out

▪ takes time to extract requirements and wisdom AND at same time build relationships 

and Trust

▪ have to uncover unmet and unfulfilled needs which means you have to ‘intuit’ some 

things, read between the lines

▪ You’re looking for ‘if we just knew this or had this  information in a timely fashion, we 

could make adjustments, make different decisions and impact process performance.  

What do we need visibility for that we don’t currently have?  Sometimes it’s just how 

something is portrayed, a cognitive engineering issue.

▪ Help them create not just problem solve…. Often they have a sense of what to 

change but don’t have data/facts to support and don’t know how to prove if the things 

they want to do will or do have a positive impact.



Creation Skillful works….

Today Assessment:

▪ How does the system/process 

work today?

▪ How does it perform? (that’s 

what we are working to 

improve, the ability to answer 

this question)

▪ Where is it breaking down, 

pain points, waste, failure 

modes, defects, variation, 

etc.?

▪ What are the  major factors 

contributing to under 

performance?  

▪ What’s been done in past?

Future State (3-5 

years):

▪ Future state vision of 

how it could, needs to 

work.

▪ how it can perform, full 

potential performance

▪ great flow, low waste, 

VoE is great, etc.

▪ Process Maturity Level 

is 5

▪ we’re the benchmark for 

what to do…

Tension Seeks 

Resolution



A Paradigm Shift is required and this simple 

model can help people understand that….

39
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The Management System Model:

III– What Data is required

INPUTS
Upstream 

Systems/ 

Processes
Value Adding (and NVA) Process Steps OUTPUTS

Downstream 

Systems/Pro

cesses

Who ‘Owns’ “A” 

and “B” for the 

Value Stream? 

Information Portrayal and 

Perception—Top Half of Intel Triangle

What we will 

manage the data 

to information 

conversion with



Current Process and where my project fits

Order / ROP 
Level Update 

Program

ROP

OQ

KPI
Calculation

Production 

Worker preps 

material

Check for 

replenishment 

needs

Order 

parts

Receive

parts

Replenish 

parts

Master 

Schedule
5S   

Improve
ment Or 

Productio
n Worker 
Request

GOAL: Ensure right 
stuff in the right place 

at the right time in 
the right amount with 

the right quality

How does my project 
make this happen?

1. Level Update Program: 
aggregate AX data in 

Access to systematically 
calculate values

2. KPI Calculation: of 
Demand, Lead time to 
find ROP, OQ, and SS 

levels to build into 
program



How will the tool be used? How 
do we get there?

The Question?
• How do we get the right stuff in the right place at the right time 

in the right amount?
Data Selection & Gathering
• What data in AX is most important?
• Connect AX to Access with ODBC links
Cleansing
• Pull tables into Access 
• Check data integrity issues/errors; analyze for “good” vs “bad” 

outliers
• Qty constraints can cause these issues (MOQ, pack qty)
Integration & Storage
• Create a relationship diagram of the tables within Access
• Ensure the data is organized, connected through like SKU 

numbers
Feature & Knowledge Extraction
• Pull data into Minitab and complete exploratory data analysis
• Observe trends in variation, subgroups, and use information to 

create formulas/heuristic models for key metrics
• Standard deviation of demand is the biggest driver of SS level
Visualization
• DONE goal: a visual database and user interface that is 

sustainable and easy to use by the Sutphen team

• Act like a Business Intelligence interface
• To update (edit) metric levels like order quantity, 

reorder point, safety stock
• To track volatility (standard deviation), perform 

outlier analysis, generate reports
• To observe, analyze, and create charts
• Looking at reports to flag levels that need adjusted, 

altered temporarily due to upcoming usage



Where is the data coming from within the 
database?

AX, Purchase 
order history
• Part #
• Qty
• Date 

order, 
date 
receive

• LOC
• Vendor

AX, Transfer 
order history 
(from WH)
• Transfer 

destinatio
n

• Trans. 
source

• Qty
• Part #

AX, Kanban 
info
• Min
• Max
• LT 

transfer
• LT 

reorder
• Vendor
• Part #

AX, BOM 
• Initial
• Final
• Factor 

into 
demand 
forecasti
ng

• Part(s) #

AX,  Count 
Journal
• Time stamp 

of date PO 
sent

• Part #
• (will be in 

purchase 
order 
history)

DATA 
SOURCES

DATA 
ELEMENTS

ACCESS
• Pull in (6) tables 

separately from AX
• ODBC link

• One master table to 
refresh 

automatically

Minitab and Exploratory Data 
Analysis

Formulas and Heuristic 
Models (1 tool, for 

sustainability and simplicity)

Use Detailed Process Map, mark all control points (where to collect X data ) – use case, what’s important to the 
user?

Where 
detailed 
design 

begins*

AX, Item 
Master
• Cost
• Part # 

(item ID)
• Descriptio

n (item 
name)

• MOQ



Data Cubes

Item 
ID

Qty

Purch
ase 

Price

Deliver
y 

Remain
ing

Deliver
y Date

Confir
med 
Date

Create 
Date

Last 
Receiv

ed

Item 
Name

Vendo
r 

Name

Locati
on (on 
floor)

Pare
nt 

Item

LO
C

Qt
y

Item 
ID

Item 
ID

Date 
‘shipp

ed’

MIN

Date 
PO

MAX

Date 
Receiv

ed

Date 
Scann

ed

Vendo
r

Item 
ID

Qty WH

LOC Date

Ite
m 
ID

Co
st

Co
st 
Pe
r

D
es
cri
pt
io
n

Ty
pe

Create 
Prod 

Order

Item ID

Time 
stamp: 
date PO 

sent



Management Systems Model

Database

User Interface
• Easy to use

• 1 tool
• Sustainable
• Insightful 

charts
• Enable fast 

decisions

Foundation: Kanban card and scanning system

Organization’s 
Environment

How do we get the 
right stuff in the right 
place at the right time 
in the right amount?

Organization’s 
Environment

Systematic calculation 
of SS levels, ROP, and 

OQ

Interested 
Parties

WH, OCC, MH

Interested 
Parties

WH, OCC, MH

Users
Eng, 

Mgrs, 
MH, Pur., 

OCC

Users
Eng, 

Mgrs, 
MH, Pur., 

OCC

Continuous improvement of stock inventory process

Connects AX 
to Microsoft 

Access

Organizes data from Kanban, 
PO and transfer history, BOM, 
item master and count journal 

tables

Aggregates 
data to 

answer key 
Q’s, creates 
new tables 
to output 
calculated 

KPI’s



The Management System Model:

IV– Visualizations

INPUTS
Upstream 

Systems/ 

Processes
Value Adding (and NVA) Process Steps OUTPUTS

Downstream 

Systems/Pro

cesses

Who ‘Owns’ “A” 

and “B” for the 

Value Stream? 

VISUALIZATIONS:  Information 

Portrayal and Perception—Top 

Half of Intel Triangle

What we will 

manage the data 

to information 

conversion with



Why is it that you/we/others, many ISE’s, have challenges 

in bringing innovation and improvement forward or driving 

transformative business strategies and initiatives? 

Why do so many people struggle to achieve full potential 

career and life performance?

Why do so many ISE’s and Analysts fail to achieve the 

types of decisions and actions necessary to have significant 

improvements on processes? 

Learning how to create “Aha Moments” is part 

of the answer

47 © 2016 Gold Group Enterprises, Inc. Confidential and 

Proprietary

So What is The Issue?

Behavioral Strategies 

Matter



Stimulating an AHA Moment makes a 
person 3-5X more likely to take an 
immediate action

48 © 2016 Gold Group Enterprises, Inc. Confidential 

and Proprietary

The AHA Moment



The AHA Moment is actually a sudden 
comprehension that solves a problem, 
reinterprets a situation, explains a joke, 
or resolves an ambiguous percept

49 © 2016 Gold Group Enterprises, Inc. Confidential 

and Proprietary

The AHA Moment

B



Aha Moments in that often go 

uncaptured in ISE projects

Aha Moments on Improvement Projects often can occur, the 

opportunity for them to occur, in your milestone meetings with your 

core team.

1. this requires that you clearly think through the so what, the insights that the 

analysis has provided/created.  You have to understand the key points.

2. Often ISE’s/Analysts stop short of this.  They ‘half bake’ their analysis and hence 

their visualizations.  As a result there are awkward lulls in meetings because people 

don’t know what to do with the data (not information) being shown them. 

3. two simple examples of no aha moment and then an aha moment follow…



Aha Moments occur when you are able to 

create Visualizations that spark insights and 

provoke decisions and actions

▪ This visual depicts the Operational 
Analytics Process that happens on 
your Improvement Projects

▪ Below the blue line is the foundational 
data role and above the blue line is the 
Analyst role

Aha Moments happen when you are able to migrate 

from ‘feature extraction’ to ‘knowledge extraction’ and 

then the aha moment occurs (or not) with your ultimate 

visualization.

Simple examples are on the following slides.

When you consciously plan for aha moments in your 

meetings and presentations you automatically get 

connections to people you would not have had 

otherwise.  

You get energy management and you increase the 

likelihood that people will buy what you are selling 

and support change and improvement

When you don’t get your visuals designed right, that 

potential Aha Moment just never happens!

It’s called Cognitive Engineering and The Science 

of Analytics which is ISE stuff!!

WOW

S

http://www.osu.edu/


Example 1

http://www.osu.edu/


Example 2

http://www.osu.edu/


Engineering Graphics 101, 201, etc.

▪ Many ISE candidates and early career ISE’s are lacking in visualization 

skills.

▪ the Cognitive Engineering class has pervaded the way they create their 

portrayals of data and facts and analysis they do on their projects.

▪ Getting people to understand the difference between “Feature Extraction” 

and “Knowledge Extraction” and then the concept of Aha Moments and their 

importance is critical to evolving these skill sets we’ve been discussing.

http://www.osu.edu/


Agenda

12:00 Tee Up:  Carol Leblanc, IISE Conference Manager

12:05 Frame up the Webinar—what is possible, what are 

the possibilities if Measurement and Analysis is done 

correctly?

The Need, the challenges, the issues

Intel Analytics “Triangle” Model/Framework--Scott

Management System Model -- Scott

What’s Next?  Meas and Analytics Planning—Scott

12:50 Q&A time permitting and Close out and Tee up –Jared & 

Scott



Upcoming Lunch and Learn Webinars 

from Chapter #1 (Eastern Ohio and 

Virtual Chapter for IISE)

Upcoming Lunch and Learn Webinars:

Career and Life Choice Points

▪ Presented by Columbus/Eastern Chapter-Region, CISE, Young Professionals -

OPEN TO ALL

Jan. 23, 12 p.m. Eastern time

▪ Presenters: David Poirier, The Poirier Group; Michael Mueller, John Deere; and Rudy 

Santacroce, CallisonRTKL, Dallas

▪ By member request, CISE offered a webinar on September 12 that focused on this topic 

presented by Joan Tafoya with Intel, Steve Savoie with GM and Scott Sink with OSU. 

CISE feels that this offering has extended value for our members and so we want to 

"cookie cut" the model and do three more for CISE members.

▪ For more information and registration

http://www.iise.org/details.aspx?id=45623


Upcoming Lunch and Learn Webinars 

from Chapter #1 (Eastern Ohio and 

Virtual Chapter for IISE)

Upcoming Lunch and Learn Webinars:

▪ Career and Life Choice Points—Jan 23rd, 12-1

▪ Operational Analytics Part II—Zoom in on the Foundational Data Role—Feb 2018

▪ Operational Analytics Part III—Zoom in on the “Above the Line” Analyst Role—

March 2018

▪ Best in Class ISE/ILSS Certification Project Final Tollgate Case Studies—April 2018

▪ Operational Analytics Part IV—Putting it all together More Case Studies from Jared 

and Scott—May

▪ June-Dec Programming WIP at this point.  


